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ACTIONS 2013 1ST QUARTER
(Jan 1 -Mar 31)

Goal 1: Expedite the provision of broadband access in all areas of the San Joaquin Valley.  IP

Objective A: Create an organizational infrastructure w/  a goal to "Facilitate the deployment and utilization 
of advanced communications services and information technology throughout the region."

IP • Through the San Joaquin Valley Regional Broadband 
Consortium, staff continues to convene the RBC on a 
quarterly basis, with the fourth quarter meeting 
happening on February 6  in Fresno. 
• 3 work groups (infrastructure, Telehealth, education), 
and 2 internal task teams continue to meet.
• OCED provided a newsletter to their distribution list 
(1300 for OCED) regarding the status of projects and 
key informational updates. 
• Several emails were distributed to stakeholders 
regarding key broadband topics.
• OCED continues to maintain a section of their website 
to communicate Consortium information. 
http://sjvpartnership.org/static_pages.php?static_page
_id=88&mn_id=163
• Updated SJVRBC website was launched as parter of a 
larger communications update for the office.

Objective B: Develop a strategic plan for broadband infrastructure aimed at increasing access to broadband.  IP Staff has begun developing the SJV Broadband 
Deployment plan based on research and outreach 
conducted in the first year of the SJVRBC. We are 
exploring TV white space technology and its potential 
applications throughout the valley, particularly in rural 
mountainous and agricultural regions. 
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Objective C: Inform over 300 elected officials from the 8 county region about the benefits of ubiquitous 
access to broadband and provide model policies and other tools to help facilitate deployment.

c

Objective D:  Identify communities and neighborhoods w/ out affordable connections to delivery of 
Broadband.

IP Staff continues to update our research on affordable 
connections to broadband and integrate this data into 
our planning efforts. 

Objective E: Increase deployment of broadband by current and prospective service providers. IP Through technologies like TV white space ,staff has 
been researching ways curren and prospective service 
providers can increase deployment in cost effective 
ways.

Objective F: Identify and seek all available funding for deployment of broadband. IP Staff continues to work with the city of Fresno's SC2 
team to flesh out the concept of an agricultural pilot 
site and seek funding to launch it.

Objective G: Leverage unused bandwidth for the benefit of the greatest number of users. IP Staff has reached out to TV white space manufacturers 
and others on the technology to better understand the 
logistics and technical appliations in our region. 
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Objective H: Increase utilization of Broadband by all residents. IP SJVRBC has received a CETF Get Connected! grant in 
March 2013, with work starting in Summer 2013. This 
will provide targeted digital literacy training with a 
focus on first time broadband adoption in rural and 
urban parts of the valley.

Goal 2: Promote accessibility and utilization of broadband in targeted underserved communities and 
populations.

IP

Objective A: Increase availability of affordable broadband in unserved and underserved areas of the San 
Joaquin Valley, including rural communities.

IP Staff is working to facilitate the deployment of 
technologies like TV white space in addition to 
empowering local governments and/or co-ops to 
provide broadband access as a break even utility. 
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Objective B: Foster demand for broadband access in underserved and disadvantaged communities, w/  a 
focus on the rural areas.  

IP The CETF Get Connected! grant will provide digital 
literacy training to individuals who have not previous 
subscriped to the Internet, thereby fostering demand 
in underserved & disadvantaged communities. 

Objective C: Develop and implement plan to ensure high school students graduate w/  the basic computer 
literacy skills.

IP Staff continues to engage the schools and is working 
with the community colleges on a grant project for 
technical business development.

Objective D: Assist in the expansion of public locations for access to broadband to help disadvantaged 
residents and businesses to bridge the digital divide.

IP Staff continues to research and disseminate 
information on grant opportunities for middle mile 
institutions.

Goal 3: Expand and replicate successful model programs through 2 regional forums to increase access to 
broadband and information technology to bridge the digital divide

IP

Objective A: Develop and implement a plan to expand and replicate the most successful strategies and 
programs to bridge the digital divide.

IP Staff developed the rural broadband and telehealth 
component sections of the Deployment Plan in Q1 and 
will continue to develop plan components throughout 
the year. 

Goal 4: Accelerate deployment of broadband infrastructure through telemedicine and Telehealth 
technology.

IP
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Objective A: Develop and implement a telemedicine and Telehealth plan to connect health clinics w/  
medical centers.

IP Staff developed the telehealth component of the 
Deployment Plan, which is available on the SJVRBC 
website.

Goal 5:  Work w/  neighboring regional consortia, such as Valley Vision and the Eastern Sierra Connect, to 
ensure the development of a cohesive infrastructure.

IP Staff provides information to neighboring consortia on 
projects of shared or mutual interest as appropriate. 

Objective A: Share Plans Among Neighboring Regional Consortia as Developed. IP Staff provides updates on a monthly CPUC phone call 
and has had individual 1:1 conversations with other 
consortia where applicable. 
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